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ABSTRACT

To achieve an economically optimum level of reliability each improve-

ment step is warranted only if the expected reduction in cost of failure

exceeds the cost of the improvement. To this end, techniques for calculating

cost of failure are described, in particular a new technique for evaluating

cost of failure for long-time spacecraft missions. Guidelines for assess-

ment uf the economic impact of various improvement techniques are presented.
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NOMENCLATURE

a 4- c/s normalized computer hazard

b 4 Ws random failure factor

c computer hazard (1/MTBF)

C cost (always in monetary units)

C (as subscript) pertaining to computer

E[X] expected value of random variable X

F failure probability (for mission or as a function of time, as
identified in the context)

k. conversion factor to monetary units of the ith nonmonetary1
resource

L loss (in monetary units) when failure occurs

Q. quantity of ith nonmonetary resource1

R reliability (for mission or as a function of time, as
identified in the context)

s spacecraft hazard (1/MTBF)

S (as subscript) pertaining to spacecraft exclusive of computer

U VfC /L normalized cost of failure due to computer

V value (total resource requirement)

Vf resource absorbed due to failure

Vr resource requirement for reliability improvement

W wear-out time of spacecraft

vii



SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Reliability requirements for spacecraft computers may be dictated

directly by mission considerations, or they may arise from economic tradeoffs.

An example of the first category is furnished by manned vehicles where either

the numerical reliability requirement for the computer is derived by appor-

tionment of a top level safety and reliability goal, or where specific degrada-

tion patterns are demanded such as the "fail-operative, fail-operative, fail-

safe" requirements for the Space Shuttle electronics. Economic considerations

enter into evaluation of alternative configurations but not into the setting of

the requirements.

The second category comprises most unmanned satellites, including

navigation, meteorological, and general space exploration vehicles. Typically,

these require reliability beyond that obtainable from a single computer, but

for economic reasons they are not candidates for the massive redundancy

approach which is at present being pursued in many manned programs. The

reliability improvement of interest to this application area can frequently be

obtained by emphasis on component reliability plus a combination of the

following techniques:

a. Coding, diagnostic programs, and reasonableness checks or
duplicated computation for fault identification and location. Even
ground intervention in this process is permissible in some cases.

b. Selective redundancy of modules within a computer based on
criteria of failure probability and resource requirements for
each module. This is particularly effective if the basic computer
employs a number of hardware-identical modules, permitting
redundancy for multiple elements.

c. Reconfiguration capability for switching in spares or optimizing
the remaining computing resources after a failure.

d. Program and system restart capability to permit resumption of
operation after transient failure or after reconfiguration.

These techniques are already quite well-developed, and further improve-

ments can be expected in the future (Ref. 1). It should be remembered that
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the satellite applications addressed here are generally tolerant of short inter-

ruptions in computer availability.

To match the requirements of a specific mission with the available

fault-tolerant computer technology, some economic tradeoffs must be per-

formed, typically during early phases of program planning when very little

solid reliability and cost information is available. This is the area primarily

addressed here. The methodology is not completely rigorous, and the find-

ings may be subject to various interpretations. Still, it seems desirable to

propose an organized and documented approach which may guide the judgment

that inevitably must be brought to bear in early phases of a program.

At present, decisions on central computer versus dedicated electronics,

selection of the computer configuration and specification of the reliability

requirements proceed largely intuitively. It is not claimed that the results

are bad, but the procedures proposed here have advantages over the intuitive

approach in at least three areas:

a. Early identification of required data

b. Clear rejection of undesirable configurations (even crude data
usually permit this)

c. Improved communication of tradeoff criteria among decision
makers.

Properly used they improve and speed up the computer specification

and selection for spacecraft in which the computer reliability is governed by

economic considerations.

The tradeoff techniques used are introduced in the following section. In

Sections 3 and 4, cost of failure calculations are carried out for the case of

mission reliability and time-dependent reliability, respectively. Procedures

for evaluating the cost of reliability improvements are discussed in Section 5,

and conclusions are presented in the final section.
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SECTION Z

TRADEOFF CRITERIA

The overall aim of economically motivated reliability improvement is

to identify those improvements which will pay their way, i.e., those for

which the cost of improvement is less than the expected cost of failure. The

term "cost" denotes, in this connection, a very general sum of resources

that will be either expended for reliability improvement or will be absorbed

in cost of failure. As an example of resources required for reliability

imiprovement in spacecraft computers we will be particularly concerned with

equipment cost, weight, and power requirements. At times software changes,

environmental protection, and input/output restrictions may also need to be

considered. Specific examples in the evaluation of cost of reliability improve-

ment are discussed in Section 5.

The expected cost of failure is evaluated by techniques covered in the

following sections which take the form of the probability of a loss multiplied

by the cost assigned to that loss when it does occur. This latter factor--the

loss--typically includes costs of a replacement launch plus charges for

unavailability of satellite services until replacement is accomplished, for

failure investigations, and for side effects.

Both the cost of reliability improvement and cost of failure involve

some terms which are normally expressed in monetary units and some that

are not. For the latter it is assumed that suitable dollar tradeoffs can be

established, although it is realized that difficulties and uncertainties will be

encountered in this area. We may find it convenient to designate the general

resource (for cost of improvement or of failure) as V which we associate

with the term "value". This resource will consist of one or more direct

monetary costs plus a number of nonmonetary resources which are multiplied

by tradeoff constants. The expression for the general resource then becomes

m n
V = Ci+ Zk.o. (1)
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where

C. = monetary terms
Q - nonmonetary resources (measured in lb, watts, etc.)
k. = tradeoff constant ($/lb, etc.)

Lest the open-ended nature of the summation makes the problem appear
intractable, let it be emphasized that for many feasibility studies the value
equation involves only two or three terms.

The resources required for reliability improvement will be designated
as Vr and those absorbed by cost of failure as Vf. In these symbols we can
express a general criterion for economically justified reliability improve-
ment as

AV -AVf 
(2)

where it is understood that 4Vf is the portion of the cost of failure eliminated
by the reliability improvement costed as AVr. Since the cost of failure will
be reduced by the improvement, AVf is a negative quantity, and the minus
sign in relation (2) is required to permit comparison with the normally posi-
tive AVr. Relation (2) is simply a mathematical restatement of the very first
sentence of this section.

An alternative approach is to identify a total reliability sensitive cost
applicable to a specified configuration (abbreviated in the following as
"sensitive cost") as

Vt = V + Vf 
(3)

where V r is the reliability budget utilized in a configuration, and Vf repre-
sents the cost of failure for that configuration. In these terms, economically
motivated reliability improvements will minimize total sensitive cost, and
standard mathematical optimization techniques can be used to drive V to a
minimum subject to invoked constraints. If we think of reliability
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improvement as a step-wise process, the criterion for an economically

justified step can be expressed as

Vt2 - V (4)

where the subscript 1 refers to the condition prior to improvement and the

subscript 2 refers to that following improvement. It is easily shown that

condition (4) can only be satisfied if relation (2) holds.

In many situations the individual entries into the value equation (1) will

not be known very accurately. The uncertainties can range from those

associated with estimating the cost of a reliability improvement program to

the much more fundamental ones of assigning a monetary equivalent for loss

of satellite service or for restoration of confidence in a major system after

a failure. However, the decision to proceed with a major computer reliability

improvement often hinges on assigning a value to these intangibles, and it

appears sound to do this deliberately rather than indirectly (e.g., by proceed-

ing with a program based on benefits which have not been evaluated in

economic terms). The prudent project manager will want to evaluate the

desirability of a reliability improvement with both high and low estimates for

expenditures and benefits, or use other methods of sensitivity analysis,

before reaching the final decision.

In all specific examples treated below the expected value is used as a

criterion for trading off costs and benefits of a reliability improvement. This

implies that a 50 percent probability of a $10, 000 loss is treated as equal to a

1 percent probability of a $500, 000 loss. There will urdoubtedly be some

programs in which one of these conditions is much less acceptable than the

other one. Where this is the case the general treatment presented here can

still be followed; however, expected utilities of outcomes should be used

instead of expected values (Ref. 2).

The criteria used here do not explicitly account for the point in time at

which expenditures are made or losses may be incurred. Typically,
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computer improvement costs must be paid in the near future whereas the cost

of failure is incurred later. This is particularly significant when dealing with

long-life satellites. Where an appreciable time period is expected to inter-

vene between various expenditures used in the relations it will be desirable to

convert all figures to a present-worth basis, standard techniques for which

are described in most works on engineering economics (e.g., Ref. 3).

A number of specific problems that arise from the nature of spacecraft

computers are: (1) inability to effect repair by direct access; (2) the critical

dependence of the mission on continued operation of the computer and hence

the large loss incident upon computer failure. These conditions require some

special treatment of cost of failure computation for spacecraft computers. It

ha3 been convenient to investigate these for two distinct applications, the first

of which is go,'erned by mission reliability considerations, while the second

one is governed by time-dependent reliability considerations. Cost of failure

analysis for these two cases is presented in the following two sections.
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SECTION 3

MISSION RELIABILITY MODEL

A typical application for the mission reliability model arises in the

missile or booster area. Any substantial failure of a booster prior to payload

separation will prevent attainment of mission objectives and will necessitate

an additional launch. The loss that will be experienced is usually independent

of the time of failure (as long as it occurs prior to payload separation). The

cost of failure is zero if the booster survives, and it assumes a fixed value if

a failure occurs. It is obvious that the key element in determining expected

cost of failure is the probability of failure during the mission, or its comple-

ment, the mission reliability.

There are also a number of spacecraft applications to which the mission

reliability model can reasonably be applied. Consider a spacecraft designed

for investigation of seasonal variations of earth limb phenomena. By judicious

selection of launch date and orbit, mapping of the seasonal phenomena can be

accomplished in a single 90-day mission. However, each day of this mission

supplies necessary information, and, if for some reason a failure should

occur on the 60th day, the entire mission would have to be repeated with the

proper calendric orientation. Thus, the loss due to a computer failure during

the 90-day period is essentially independent of the time the failure occurs.

This contrasts sharply with the cases considered in the following section.

The cost of failure calculations for cases to which the mission reliabil-

ity model applies is quite simple. If mission reliability for the entire system

is designated by R, the probability of mission failure is F = 1 - R. Cost of

failure can be considered as a random variable, Vf, with the following

assigned values:

Vf = 0 if the mission succeeds

= L if there is a failure
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The loss, L, will include the cost of a replacement launch and all associated

factors discussed in the preceding section. For economic tradeoffs the

expected value of the cost of failure will be used,

E[Vf] = F • L (5)

In optimizing computer reliability, we are concerned with the contribu-

tion that computer failure makes to overall mission failure. In the following,

the mission reliability, R, is modeled by a two-block series arrangement of

the computer, with reliability RC, and all other spacecraft systems with

reliability R S. Thus,

R =R* R S (6)

It is seen that

ýR ýFSRC - - Rs (7)

lhe incremental system failure reduction due to a computer improvement is

given by

AF = RS AFC (8)

The change in expected cost of failure due to computer improvement is

found by combining Eqs. (5) and (8)

AF[VfC] = RS• L - AFC (9)

This equation can be used to evaluate the economic benefits for a pro-

posed reliability improvement. In these circumstances the computer failure

reduction, AV and the associated resource expenditure, 5V will be

8r'
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known. Multiplying the quotient of these quai.tities by RsL (constant for a

given application) we form

-Rs LAF C,/AVr -AE[VfC]/AVr (10)

Comparison of the right term with Eq. (2) shows that reliability improvement

is economically justified as long as this fraction exceeds unity.

The cost of failure expression also permits identification of an optimum

reliability level as follows. As discussed in Section 5, reliability improve-

ments can be ordered to yield a concave plot such as that shown by curve V r

in Figure 1. The computer in which no specific expenditures for reliaLlility

improvement have been made is referred to as the baseline configuration. In

this example, its failure probability is 0. Z0. The cost of a replacement

launch in this figure is assumed to be $20 million, and elements other than

the direct replacement cost are assumed to increase the loss attendant upon a
6

failure by 25 percent of the cost of a replacement launch, thus L = $25 x 10

The spacecraft system reliability, RS, is taken as 0. 8. Under these circum-

stances the expected cost of computer failure for the baseline configuration is

$4 million (obtained from Eq. (9) by using whole quantities instead of incre-

ments, permissible in a linear relationship). This cost will decrease linearly

towards the origin as shown by the straight line EVfc]. It is seen that the

sensitive cost, Vt, reaches a minimum when the computer failure probability

is near 0. 16. At this point, approximately $350, 000 has been allocated for

reliability improvement with a corresponding decrease in failure probability

of 0.04 below that achieved in the baseline configuration. Going beyond this

point in reliability improvement, while reducing cost of failure, will not pro-

duce a decrease in sensitive cost and will thus not be economically justified

by the criteria of Eq. (2) or (4). Again, let it be emphasized that in practical

application of this technique a large amount of judgment is involved. In many

cases the optimum will be defined as a range rather than as a point. The

economic penalties due to this uncertainty are small.

9
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The same analysis applied to a spacecraft for which the cost of a

replacement launch is $50 million (all other factors remaining the same) is

shown in Figure 2. Note the steeper slope of E[ Vf,] and movement of the

minimum on the Vt curve to a failure probability of 0. 10, at which point

$2. 6 million are utilized for reliability improvement. This demonstrates

that the application of a given computer to a more valuable spacecraft or

mission requires higher expenditure for reliability improvement.
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SECTION 4

TIME-DEPENDENT RELIABILITY MODEL

The time-dependent reliability model is applicable to satellite missions

requiring long life, including those with indefinite lifetime requirements.

Communication, navigation, and meteorological satellites fall into this cate-

gory. Although the individual satellite will have a limited lifetime (due to

exhaustion of expendables, drag effects, etc.), referred to as the wear-out

point, the mission requirement covers a long time span, extending in some

cases over the entire foreseeable future. Thus, replacement launches are

scheduled as a normal activity in the mission plan.

Loss of the satellite due to a computer failure near the wear-out point

means that the time for replacement has been advanced only very little com-

pared to the scheduled replacement. In contrast, damage occurring early

means that the replacement satellite has to span almost the entire original

satellite lifetime, and it will reach its own wear-out point close to the time

when this was planned for the original one. Thus, cost of failure becomes

dependent on the time of failure. It is high when failure occurs early in the

satellite life, low if it occurs near the wear-out point.

This effect can be modeled by letting the loss become a function of the

time of failure, t,

L(t) L (I - t/W) 0 •5 t < W
0

(11)
L(t)= 0 t > W

where L is computed in the same manner as the constant mission loss in theo

preceding section, and W is the wear-out life of the satellite. In this linear

model, a failure occurring at the half-point of the wear-out life will then

carry one-half of the loss that would be assessed against a failure during or

right after launch. More elaborate modeling, including a i ange of wear-out

times with an associated probability distribution may be desirable in some

cases.
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Also, the reliability of the other spacecraft systems decreases with

time (reliability taken as the probability of not failing due to random events,

distinct from wear-out which was discussed above). Repair of a satellite in

orbit is not contemplated here, and therefore the spacecraft systems relia-

bility, RS, is a strictly decreasing time function. Eq. (9) shows that then a

lower cost is assessed for late computer failure than for an early one.

Typically, an exponential model for spacecraft reliability will be used such as

-st
Rs(t) = e (12)

where s represents spacecraft hazard (the reciprocal of MTBF).

Another factor making cost of failure time-dependent is that advances

in technology usually permit some performance or reliability improvement if

the replacement is made late in the expected life of the original unit. Thus,

late replacement permits desirable upgrading whereas early replacement does

not. A closely related area is that performance requirements may change

during expected lifetime of the satellite. Late replacement permits a more

adequate response to the change in performance requirements.

Further, the cost of replacement, if it occurs early during the expected

satellite life, translates into a higher "present worth" than if it occurs late.

Another way of saying this is that interest is charged on the cost of the

replacement from date of failure until the scheduled replacement date. For

these latter factors, and particularly for the present worth, an exponential

model may also be assumed. The exponents of these additional exponential

factors can be combined with that of the reliability term, so that it is only

necessary to make a numerical adjustment (increase) in s. In the following it

is understood that s represents the total effect of all exponential terms.

For a given short period extending from tI to tI 1t At it can be assumed

that the loss and spacecraft reliability will be constant so that the cost of

failure increment can be formulated as

14



E[Vcf(At)] = L(tl) Rs(tl) Fc(At) (13)

where Fc(At) is the computer failure probability during At.

By letting the interval over which this expression is evaluated contract

to the differential dt, we arrive at a form that can be integrated to yield the

general time-dependent expected cost of failure for period T after launch

T dFC

E[VfG(T)] = L(t) Rs(t) C dt (14)

0

It is further assumed that the computer reliability also follows the

exponential model,

-ct
F c(t) = 1 - e (15)

where c is the hazard associated with the computer. From this, the failure

density function for the computer is obtained as

dFc(t) -ct
= ce (16)

Now, by substituting the specific model Eqs. (11), (12), and (16) into the

general Eq. (14), and by making the limit of integration equal to the wear-out

time, W, we obtain

w

E[VfC(W)] = cLo f ( - t/W)e'(C+S)tdt

0

cLo [ eW(c+s) - 11c+s 1+ W(c+s) (17)
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To facilitate the application of this equation to practical problems it is

convenient to introduce some nondimensional parameters. First, a normal-

ized cost of failure is defined as

E[U] ! E[VfC(W)I/L° (18)

Further, a normalized computer hazard

a = c/s (19)

and a random failure factor

b = Ws (20)

are introduced. For small values, b approximates the probability of a ran-

dom spacecraft failure prior to wear-out. With these substitutions V
_LUI a 1 e b(l+a) (-1)

IfJ +a + b(1l+a) )(1
This is seen to be a function of parameters a and b only. Solutions of Eq. (21)

for a suitable range of these parameters are shown in Table 1.

As an example, consider a spacecraft MTBF of two years (this is an

adjusted value to account for time-dependent factors other than reliability)

and a wear-out life of one year. If the computer MTBF is four years (a = 0. 5),

then the normalized expected cost of failure due to the computer is 0.099. A

reliability improvement that increases the computer MTBF to 6. 7 years

(a = 0. 3) will bring the normalized cost of failure down to 0. 061. If it costs

less than the reduction in expected cost of failure, 0.038 Lo, it is economi-

cally justified.

Selected results of Table I are graphically presented in Figure 3. A

significant conclusion is that the expected cost of failure is a nearly linear

16



TABLE I

NORMALIZED EXPECTED COST OF FAILURE
FOR THE TIME-DEPENDENT MODEL

E[_U]

a b 0.Z5 0.5 1.0 Z.0

0.1 0.011 0.021 0.036 0.054

0.2 O.OZ3 0.041 0.070 0.103

0.3 0.034 0.061 0.101 0.149

0.5 0.055 0.099 0. 161 0.228

0.7 0.076 0.134 0.213 0.295

1.0 0.107 0.184 0.284 0.377

17
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Figure 3. Expected Cost of Failure vs Computer Hazard
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function of the nondimensional parameter, a. In the context of a specific

decision on computer reliability improvement, the spacecraft hazard, s, can

be assumed constant, and thus the expected cost of failure becomes a nearly

linear function of computer hazard, c, only. This permits the optimization

problem to be treated with the methods developed in the preceding section for

the mission reliability model.

A specific example of reliability optimization for the time-dependent

case is shown in Figure 4. The trend of the cost of reliability curve, V r, is

similar to that used in Figures 1 and Z, but note that the abscissa in Figure 4

represents computer hazard. The baseline spacecraft computer is assumed
-1

to have an MTBF of four years, thus Vr = 0 when c = 0.25 year . The loss,

L0, is taken as $35 x 106, and for the parameters indicated in the figure the
6expected cost of failure for the baseline computer is 0. 161 x 35 x 10

$5. 6 x 1. This resource expenditure, plotted at the baseline computer

hazard (c 0.Z5), determines the key point of the E[VfC] line. All other

steps in the procedure are identical to those used in the mission reliability

case.

A number of gross simplifications have been utilized in this model.

Wear-out has been assumed to occur at a definite point rather than over a

period of time. The reliability functions of both the spacecraft and the corn-

puter have been assumed to be exponential. Other factors that tend to reduce

the cost of failure with time have also been constrained to the exponential

model and have been lumped with the reliability function. Improvement in

these areas does not present particular difficulties from the mathematical

point of view, but, in most cases, there will be insufficient data to provide

suitable parameters for a more refined model equation. Additional research

and documentation in these areas should be encouraged. In the meantime,

the simplified model will be suffirient for many preliminary design purposes

and should focus the attention on areas of critical data requirements.

19
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SECTION 5

COST OF RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT

In principle, the cost of reliability improvement, V r, must be deter-

mined on a case-by-case method for each improvement under consideration.

It is attempted here to furnish some guidelines on the formulation of individual

estimates of Vr and for combining these into a plot of resource requirements

versus reliability improvement as was utilized in previous figures.

It will be convenient to consider three basic types of reliability

improvement:

Massive or external redundancy
Structured or internal redundancy
Component improvement.

Massive redundancy implies installation of several complete computers with

switchover or voting provisions to ensure continued flow of correct information

after one or more computer failures. Massive redundancy can be effective

for a wide spectrum of failures and therefore requires minimum a priori

knowledge as to where failures occur and what causes them. Massive redun-

dancy requires minimum modification of existing computer design and thus

avoids development risk. On the other hand, it involves considerable expend-

iture in resources for reliability improvement.

Structured redundancy involves redundancy within the computer itself

(e.g., by duplicating registers or memory arrays so that the probability of

failure of a given computer is reduced). Proper implementation of structured

redundancy requires knowledge of the distribution of failures by computer

function so that the elements that contribute most to failure can be made

redundant. Emphasis is on knowing the manifestation of failure rather than the

cause. Since the computer structure is being modified, structured redundancy

involves some development risk. On the other hand, expenditure of a given

amount of resources usually provides a higher degree of reliability improve-

ment by structured redundancy than could be achieved in massive redundancy.
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One of the reasons is that structured redundancy can attack the areas of the

computer where the highest concentration of failures is found. Another

reason is that structured redundancy can take advantage of redundancy for

multiple elements. If eight similar registers are employed in a computer,

each one being 0. 99 reliable, the entire structure is only 0. 9Z reliable which

may not be sufficient. However, by providing a single spare register with

capability of switching it for a faulty unit, the overall probability of failure

can be brought up to approximately 0. 99, almost as high as if the complete

register structure were duplicated. Even when due allowance is made for the

cost of failure detection and switching (and for the imperfections in these) the

redundancy for multiple elements is a very attractive reliability tool.

Component improvement is here taken to comprise improvement in both

the manufacturing and testing, the latter sometimes being considered as a

separate improvement method (screening). To implement a successful com-

ponent improvement program the parts responsible for a high percentage of

failures as well as the failure mechanism must be known. Even with this

knowledge the success of the improvement, and the interaction of the improved

component with the computer system, cannot be assured. Thus, component

improvement carries a high development risk. Where it is applicable and

successful, it provides reliability improvement at a rather low resource

expenditure (e.g., where bond failures are a problem it is obviously cheaper

to improve bonding than to duplicate shift registers or entire computers).

The ranking of reliability improvements cannot proceed blindly on the

basis of failures removed per unit resource. The risk associated with each

of the improvements must also be weighed. There are risks that the antici-

pated improvement will not be achieved by the time required, that the esti-

mated resource expenditure will be exceeded, and that unanticipated interac-

tions with the rest of the system are encountered. it is in the following

assumed that some decision regarding the acceptable risk has been taken and

that feasible improvements that are acceptable by this criterion have been

identified.
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An example evaluation of two hypothetical improvements that carry

acceptable risk is shown in Table 2. The baseline computer cost, C0 , is

$500,000, weight, Wo, is 50 lb, and mission reliability, R0, is 0.85.

Resource expenditures for power and environmental factors are considered

negligible. The improvements tinder consideration are simple redundancy

and triple modular redundancy (TMR), both implementations of massive

redundancy.

In simple redundancy, another computer is installed and processes the

identical input. There is a direct hardware addition for the second computer,

and an indirect one (assumed equivalent to one-fifth of a computer) for a

switching module. There are also software costs for comparison and

synchronization. Prior to issuance of a significant output (e.g., steering

command) a comparison is made. If there is agreement, the command is

issued. If there is no agreement, each computer goes into a diagnostic

routine. If one of these fails, the output of the other computer is sent as a

command. If none fails, one of the outputs is selected at random. The diag-

nostic routine is assumed to provide 60 percent coverage and random selec-

tion is assumed to be 50 percent correct in the remaining cases. Thus,

80 percent of the decisions will be correct if at least one computer operates.
2

The probability that both computers operate is 0.85 = 0.73, and the probabil-

ity that both fail is 0. 02. Therefore, the probability of one computer operating

is 0.25. The 80 percent probability of correct decision is applied to this

number to yield a total improvement 0. 20. This is added to the original 0. 73

probability of success to yield the new mission reliability of 0.93.

The TMR configuration requires the addition of two computers and a

voting network, the latter assumed equal to one-half computer. Software

costs are assumed identical with those for simple redundancy. The intrinsic

reliability for the TMR system, obtained from Ref. 4, is 0. 94. In the

remainining 6 percent, random selection will be used and is assumed to be

correct in one-half of these cases. This yields a total mission reliability of

0.97.
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TABLE Z

EVALUATION OF IMPROVEMENT
BY MASSIVE REDUNDANCY

Simple
Redundancy TMR

Direct Hardware Addition 1 2

Indirect Hardware Addition 0.2 0.5

Total Hardware Addition, ql 1.2 2.5

Cost of Hardware Addition, 6
Addition, ,1 = ql C,' $ 0.6 x 10 1.25 x 10 6

Cost of Software Addition, C 2 , $ 0.5 x 106 0.5 x 106

Weight Addition, Q 1 = ql W0 , lb 60 125

Weight Tradeoff Factor, k 1 $/lb 10,000 10,000

Total Resource Addition, 6
Vr = CI + C 2 + kl Q 1I $ 1.7 x 10 3 x 10 6

Mission Reliability, RC 0.93 0.97

Improvement per Unit Resource, -6
-AF /AVr ($-I) 0.047 x 10 0.040 x 0-6
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The results of these calculations are plotted in Figure 5a. The individ-

ual points correspond to the failure probability and resource expenditures

from Table 2. However, the slope of the line connecting the TMR and simple

redundancy coordinates represents the selection criterion referred to in

Eq. (10). For this segment, -AFC = 0.04 and AVr = $1.3 x 10 6, these num-
bers represent the difference between the two improvements in Table 2. In

this example, -AVr/AFC for the increment if $32.5 x 10 If the product,

R sL, exceeds this amount, TMR is preferred over simple redundancy by eco-

nomic criteria (Eq. (10)). Equivalent calculations can be performed for the

time-dependent case.

The general aim of the procedure is to produce a ranking of failure

improvement per unit resource expenditure for all improvement proposals

carrying an acceptable risk. Where detailed data on specific improvements

are available (which may at times be cdependent on one another), a number of

analytical and computer-programmed techniques can be used for producing a

suitable ordering (Refs. 5 and 6). Where data on specific improvements are

not available but where the distribution of failures among elements of the com-

puter (and the cost of the elements) is known, the failure/value ratio technique

can be used to identify the most profitable improvements (Ref. 7).

By these techniques a concave polygon such as the one shown in

Figure 5b can be constructed. In accordance with the remarks earlier in

this section it will be generally found that the major reliability improvement

methods are grouped as indicated in this figure. The polygon or some other

curve fitted through a number of points can then form the basis for defining an

optimum reliability level as discussed in Section 3.

In practice, the cost of reliability improvement will be evaluated

repeatedly, starting with the conceptual phase of the mission, when overall

reliability requirements are established, and continuing through the qualifica-

tion test of the computer, when final decisions about replacement of question-

able parts or processes may be made. The estimates for the cost of improve-

ment will obviously be better in the later phases of the program. It must be

recognized, however, that important decisions about the overall computer
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configuration are made early, when only partial information may be available.

Some of the approximations used in the previous sections and discussion of

trends presented here may be particularly useful in these early phases.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS

The field of spacecraft digital computers is still in its infancy. For

effective use, a computer has to interface withlmany spacecraft

systems, and it becomes a major series element for mission accomplishment.

Thus, the entire mission may then be jeopardized by a computer failure.

Under these circumstances there is much concern with computer reliability,

and it has here been attempted to develop guidelines for an economically

optimum level of reliability improvement.

The general strategy is to proceed with each step in the improvement

only if the expected reduction in cost of failure exceeds the cost of the

improvement. To this end, techniques for calculating cost of failure have

been described, and, in particular, a new technique for evaluating cost of

failure for long-time spacecraft missions has been developed,

After an optimum level of reliability has been specified, the designer

has Jeveral options of proceeding with improvement of the basic computer

structure: massive redundancy, structured redundancy, and component

improvement. There are general trends among these with regard to cost per

failure removed and with regard to the development risk. Guidelines for

assessment of the economic impact of various improvement techniques have

been presented.

Economic evaluation of reliability requirements and techniques is at

present not an exact science. A number of procedures have been developed

here as an aid in making the process more objective. Where possible, mathe-

matical models have been used for ease of analysis and communication. These

are intended to supplement, by no means to replace, good judgment which is

essential for program management, design, and application of spacecraft

computers.
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